
SELF-ORGANIZED 
ANTI-RACIST FOOTBALL 

TOURNAMENT

In modern society we are witnesses to 
changes which are getting faster and 
more frequent. Not everybody can cope 
with these changes. 
Consequently, they resort to hate, which 
o�ers an illusion of safety and a conser-
vative response to the new 
reality of the world. Xenophobia and 
hatred for new phenomena in society 
are often sprung from ignorance. That is 
why it is imperative to show what these 
unknowns mean in order to strive for an 
OPEN and tolerant society. There are 
many options and paths available. One 
of them is football 
because of its logic and team spirit.

Football as a team sport requires com-
munication and cooperation 

between individuals. There is no 
individual success which could be 
separated from the team; instead the 
team has to work as a whole. The 
strength of the team comes from the 
combination of players’ abilities, 
creativity and collaboration. From this 
perspective, football is also a good 
opportunity to practice and 
experiment with balancing individual 
freedom and social responsibilities. 
Sometimes you have to be noticeable, 
but there are situations when you need 
to put your team �rst to succeed as a 
whole. 

The easiest way to develop and spread 
the positive values of football is to play 
it in front of your apartment block or at 

the school playground. We will be even 
more successful if we organize a 
tournament of our own. The 
tournament can optimally join the spirit 
of football to the values we wish to 
promote. To attract bigger crowds, we 
can also think of some accompanying 
program which can attract those who 
are not interested in sports that much. 
A self-organized tournament ? it may 
be the time for us to start the ball rolling.

There are many groups which can help 
you coordinate the event; local youth 
and sport centers, societies, 
organizations, football clubs, their 
members and other individuals who feel 
close to football and planning similar 
events. These groups can help us 

execute the event, contribute the 
infrastructure and provide the material 
resources. Those who know a thing or 
two about football can help us set up 
the system of the competition. They can 
also borrow the props for the matches 
and referee at the matches. This way the 
tournament and other similar events 
can be organized with minimal or no 
costs.

Beside the tournament, other events, 
where the issues of intolerance and 
exclusion will be discussed, can ani-
mate the participants. Creativity should 
be our guide when we organize these 
activities. We can choose from round 
table discussions, evening talks with 
special guests, cooking and creative 

workshops, movie nights, 
documentaries about exclusion, 
musical events and many other things.

When we start planning the 
tournament, it is sensible to invite 
excluded and vulnerable local 
groups to cooperate, such as people 
with special needs, national and ethnic 
minorities, immigrants, the homeless, 
people with asylum, migrant workers, 
and LGBT people. This shows the com-
munity the diversity enriches our expe-
rience. People from minorities may not 
participate in the tournament itself, but 
they can be guests of round tables and 
talks. 

That way we can listen to the people 

who have �rst-hand experience with 
intolerance, nationalism, and racism. At 
the same time we can think of ways to 
combat hatred. Group activities and 
workshops can evoke the daily 
problems the minorities face with. It is 
important that people start to become 
aware and act against any form of 
hatred. Together we will crush the 

stereotypes and build an open 
community in which diversity is 

accepted, valued and equal. 
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TEAR DOWN THE WALLS 
OF HATRED, BUILD THE 
BRIDGES OF FRIENDSHIP



2nd PART OF COMPETITION:
Number of teams Match Score
If 6 teams play: 1st semi-final Winner in group A : 2nd in group B

 2nd semi-final Winner in group B : 2nd in group A
Final Winner of 1st semi-final : winner of 2nd semi-final

If 7 teams play: Groups B and C have two teams each, which play one match 2x 15 min 

If 8 teams play: Only one match is played in group C, which lasts 2x 15 min
If 9 teams play: Triple final Winner in group A: winner in group B

Winner in group B: winner in group C
Winner in group A: winner in group C

1st PART OF COMPETITION:
 Group Team name Match time Match Score

A
Team 1 14:00 Team 1 : Team 2
Team 2 14:30 Team 2 : Team 3
Team 3 15:00 Team 1 : Team 3

B
Team 4 15:30 Team 4 : Team 5
Team 5 16:00 Team 5 : Team 6
Team 6 16:30 Team 4 : Team 6

C
Team 7 17:00 Team 7 : Team 8
Team 8 17:30 Team 8 : Team 9
Team 9 18:00 Team 7 : Team 9

SELF-ORGANIZED 
ANTI-RACIST FOOTBALL 

TOURNAMENT

PROPS FOR TOURNAMENT 
ORGANIZATION:
1 football (size 4, with low bounce)
1 whistle, 1 yellow card, 1 red card
Jersey shirts (5 of the same color, 1 of another color)
3 trophies + 3 special trophies (top goal scorer, top 
goalkeeper, MVP)
Manual scoreboard
Rules
Course and system of competition (on notice board)

1. Field reservation
2. Tournament promotion
3. Team registration and team draw
4. Team notification of the system of the competition
5. Organization of the team to execute the 
    tournament (referees, minutes takers, volunteers)
6. Fair play oath before the start of the tournament
7. Let’s kick racism!
8. Presentation of the trophies

ORGANIZATION PROCEDURE:

Only the winning team from each group qualifies to the 2nd 
part of the competition.
Each match is 2 x 10 minutes long.
A team consists of 4 players and a goalkeeper.
The number of players’ substitutions is unlimited.
The ball must be on the line and still when a player sends the 
ball on the field. If not, the ball is given to the opposite team.
After four fouls in each half-time a penalty kick is shot (without 
the opponent’s wall) from 10 meters or closer (depending on 
the location of the foul).
Each team has a 1-minute timeout available in the match.
If the match is a tie, penalty kicks are shot to determine which 
team gets an “advantage” 
If teams have the same amount of points, first the “advantage” 
is taken into consideration, then the goal difference, and at the 
end the number of goals scored.

RULES OF THE GAME:

RULES OF FAIR PLAY
ALL PEOPLE WHO REPRESENT THE CO-OPERATING TEAMS 
AT THE TOURNAMENT (COACHES/PEDAGOGUES, REFEREE, 
ATHLETES, PARENTS, SUPPORTERS AND OTHERS) HAVE TO 

SWEAR AN OATH OF PROPER ATTITUDE PRIOR TO THE 
START OF THE TOURNAMENT.

Organizer: 
We are aware that sports competitions are important for the develop-

ment of young athletes. That is why it is important that the partici-
pants respect each other, are competitive with each other, make 
friends and create a positive atmosphere in and out of the field.

Referee:
The biggest duty of referees is to bring justice to the field. Having 

said that, we appeal to all participants to cooperate sincerely and be 
patient in questionable moments. Fair play is the heart of sports.

Coach/pedagogue:
When young people play, winning and the way of winning are equally 

important. That is why we will lead them in the spirit of fairy play to 
keep up good reputation of the sport and make the young athletes 

proud.

Athlete:
Even when all want to win, only one is the champion at the end. But 

we will do our best. Our moto is: Fair play leads on!

Parents:
Sport is real-life learning for children. That is why you don’t ask a true 
athlete whether he/she won, but whether he/she gave their best. You 

are all winners in our eyes. We thank the coaches and organizers 
who made this event possible.

Supporters:
We support our athletes. We cheer for them in a cultivated manner. 
We respect all participants and encourage a positive atmosphere.


